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Debate k i c k s off
with s u c c e s s e s

YQ prepares
fright house
By MATT SWINEHART
News Editor
The annual Scaremare recruitment rally attracted more than 250
students to DeMoss 160 on
Wednesday night.
After six weeks of preparation
on the House of Death, it was time
to fill the more than 200 roles,
including aliens, druggies, suicidals, grim-reapers, monsters,
counselors, security and more.
With more than 200 volunteer
workers, ScareMare expects to
attract more visitors than any year
in the past.
Several
first-year
workers
signed up for ScareMare at the
rally. "1 am helping with
ScareMare because I have heard so
many wonderful things about it,"
sophomore Billy Andrews, a pastoral major said. "I wanted to be

part of a powerful ministry."
"I really have a burden to share
the gospel with people," freshman
Keith Wages, a youth ministries
major, said. "I plan on working in
the counseling tents."
There are 18 rooms in the House
of Death, including the Hologram
Room, Dining Room, Alien Room,
Checkerboard Room, Twister
Room,
Suicide
Room
and
Crucifixion Room. Each room is
run by students and requires volunteers to act out the scenes.
"ScareMare is a unique project
that shares the gospel in a unique
manner," said Matt Wilmington,
Assistant Project Director of
ScareMare. "Each year, over 200
churches come to it," Wilmington
added.
Since its opening in 1972, nearly 185,000 people have gone
through the House of Death. Of

By JON SWENSON
C h a m p i o n Reporter

Chris Ware/LiBKRTY CHAMPION

PUT THE COFFIN OVER THERE — YouthQuest workers
prepare the Scaremare house for its first week of action.
those, approximately 16,300 have junior Jenny Lakey, a psychology
made decisions for Christ.
major. This will be her second year
Despite heavy rains last year, working with ScareMare. "It's a
19,001 people went through good opportunity to witness to
ScareMare, with 764 professing people," Lakey added.
spiritual decisions. This year, more
ScareMare will be open at dusk
than 20,000 visitors are expected on Thursdays, Fridays and
to take the 20-minute tour through Saturdays including the week of
the House of Death.
fall break beginning Oct. 10 and
"ScareMare brings it to reality ending Oct. 26.
that death does happen," said

Convocation helps Senate
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in Chief

Mixed reactions greeted this
year's first SGA convocation as
President Craig Long hosted a public forum designed to get student
input and suggestions Friday
"I didn't know what to expect,"
Long said. "I had low expectations
but there was a good response, so
I'm pleased."
Response to the event was varied,
with some attendees concerned
about the quality of both student
comments and SGA response. "It
was definitely a good open forum
but some people just wanted to
complain," said senior Laurelei
Miller. "Craig seemed like he was
not prepared for that."
This was the first time the Student
Government Association has had
such a give-and-take session with the
student body, Long said. Many students had comments, although time
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constrained the number of people
who could speak. "I had to cut it off,"
Long said. "There were 10 or 15 people in line when we ended."
The idea of a forum has been
knocked around for a while, Long
said. The decision to go with it now
was made because "I just felt like it
was a need," he said.
Several audience members said
they liked the idea of an open forum.
"I thought it was very effective. It
helped to get a lot of ideas out there,"
said senior Rob Smith. "Some people
need to mature a little more and discuss issues of relevance."
The SGA president said comments
were divided equally between complaints and suggestions. "A lot of
new, good ideas were brought up,"
he said. "I respect the student body.
They handled it well."
The main topic of discussion was
on-campus parking, which Long said
the Student Government Association
is already working on. Suggestions
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See Debate, Page 2

Sing a new song

included building a parking garage
and consigning freshmen to the far
reaches of campus.
Freshmen responses to the problem was not as appreciated. "I'd like
to hear the freshmen's view on parking in a year or two," senior Matt
Schley said.
Other issues discussed include cafeteria concerns, dress code and laundry
room change machines. "They are
small insignificant things, but they
make a difference," Long said.
The president plans on using students' suggestions as the basis for
Senate resolutions.
"I try to work through senate as
much as I can when I have an idea
The administration seems to like that
too," he said.
The
Student
Government
Association plans on having another
forum during an SGA convocation
next semester. "It was good PR work
for student government," Long said.
"People were really getting into it."

BELTING IT OUT —
John Starnes sings "I've
Got a Feeling Everything
Gonna Be All Right"
during the first night of
Super Conference, on
Sunday. His rendition of
that song and of "Holy,
Holy, Holy" was a big hit
with the crowd in the
Vines Center. The meetings
will
continue
through the middle of
the week, with Dr. Jerry
Vines preaching Tuesday
night and Dr. Richard
Lee on Wednesday.

Students join
Life Chain
More than 400 people joined Life Chain Director David
I J. Lytle and wife Jeanette in front of Virginia Baptist
I Hospital on Rivermont Avenue Sunday for Life Chain.
Life Cham is a national pro-life activity in which advocates

• stand up for therightsof the unborn.
The Ly ties have based the Lynchburg chapter of Life Chain
on Proverbs 31:8, which says, "Speak for the speechless." The
Lytle's feel that Christians need to leam how to make sacrifices
and get involved with pro-life movements.
David Lytle prays that through this life chain at least one or
two people will change their view on abortion.
Anyone interested in joining this outreach should meet in
front of Virginia Baptist Hospital on Rivermont Avenue the last
Saturday and Sunday of every month. Saturday's meeting is
s«.ni. B.Miey/uiiKKrv CHAMHON from 10 am. to noon and Sunday's is from 2 to 4 p.m.
MARCH FOR LIFE — Beth Lee, John Reyes
and Jennifer Carswell join the Life Chain .
—Brian Shriver

CRs prepare for elections
The College Republicans were
kept busy last week, attending a
debate on Tuesday, a unity rally
Saturday and working on an issues
campaign to begin this week.
Approximately 15 students (raveled
to Hampden-Sydncy College in
Farmville on Tuesday to hear a debate
between U.S. Congressional candidates Republican George Iitndrith and
Democrat Virgil Cioode.
"It was a very issues-oriented
debate," Hampden-Sydney College
Republicans Chairman
Charles
llomillei said. "Both candidates did a
very good job of addressing tlie issues."

The Liberty Debate Team
began defending its national
championship title during the last
two weeks. Liberty debate competed in the University of
Northern Iowa and King's
College tournaments and finished
with strong performance.
At the University of Northern
Iowa tournament Liberty set a
school record, with Bill Lawrence
placing sixth and R.J. Snell 13th
in the overall speaker standings.
This is the highest that Liberty 's
team has ever placed in a national
tournament.
Matches are won and lost based
on the strength of the debaters
arguments. The debaters are also
judged on their individual presentations, for which they receive

speaker rankings.
In addition, Lawrence and Snell
finished the preliminary rounds
with five wins and three losses,
allowing them to advance to elimination rounds. They lost to
Redlands University in double
octo-finals. In octo-finals, 16
teams compete in eight matches;
the winners of each match advance
to the quarter finals.
At the King's College tournament, Liberty came in fourth place
in the overall rankings. The Naval
Academy came in first, followed
by George Mason University and
West Point.
"We are off to a good start but
we're still a little behind the position
we were in last year," debate Coach
Brett O'Donnell said. "The reason
for starting off a little behind is the

"Landrilh is looking good and
all the other candidates are pushing
forward,"
l.U
College
Republican Chairman
Aaron
Mullins said.
Saturday, the group traveled to the
nation's capital for a Unity Rally hosted by the George Washington
University College Republicans.
Among the speakers who appeared
were New Jersey Governor Christine
lbdd Whitman and Jack Kemp's wile,
JoAiui. The rally was to raise support
for Republican presidential candidate
Bob Dole.
Starting next week, the College

Republicans will begin an issues
campaign to contrast the political
agendas of Bob Dole and Resident
Bill Clinton. First up is the subject of
taxes and tax cuts. A table will be set
up in the cafeteria Thursday during
dinner to distribute information on
the candidates.
Gene Vosler of Americans for
Freedom will be speaking on the
Missile Defense System from 7 to 9
p.m. on Monday, Oct. 14.
Tuesday's meeting is canceled
because Of Super Conference.
— Dan Tenia

Ted Woolford/LlBBKrY ClIAMTlON

Students chill on field while
w a t c h i n g tornado f l i c k
By BRIAN SHRIVER
Champion Reporter
If it sounded like a giant tornado
ripped through campus late Saturday
night, do not worry — it was just the
movie "Twister" playing on a giant
screen on the intramural field.
Dean of Student Life Mike Stewart
first saw the large screen setup while
attending a trade show where vendors displayed their products to various universities. A company called
Auburn Moon Agency caught
Stewart's eye with its portable drivein-size movie screen and surround
sound speaker setup.
Stewart Utlked to Coordinator of
Student Activities/Intramural Sports
Brian Lewis about Hie idea of showing a movie using Auburn Moon
Agency's giant screen. While both
Stewart and Lewis thought the idea
was gcxxl, neither was sure what
movie to show. Shortly afterward, the
movie "Twister" arrived in theaters.
Alter both Stewart and Lewis
saw the film they decided that it
would be the one to show.
"'Twister' outside would be the
ultimate movie," Lewis said.
Liberty "earless drive-in" movies

are usually played on a small screen
with only front speakers. The Auburn
Moon Agency brought all of its own
equipment with it.
"Twister" was shown on the
intramural fields, instead of at the
traditional site on the mansion
lawn, to accommodate the large

turnout of people.
Stewart hopes to make shows
like this a regular occurrence on
campus.
Lewis said that although bringing in an activity like Auburn
Moon is expensive, he would like
to do it again if possible.

Kristin. ('atiulufl.uuiKIT c'MAMMON

THERE SHE GOES — Student life helps set up the giant
screen before the first showing of the movie "Twister." Despite
the cold, the feature had a large turnout for both showings.
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Wagner receives award
for exemplary leadership

there

By JULIE COZBY
Copy Manager

Floor Hockey Tournament:
Intramural sports will be having a
floor hockey tournament in the
Schilling Multi-Purpose Center
this Friday and Saturday night.
For more information call Student
Life at 4636 or visit the Student Life
Homepage at
www. liberty.edu/~studntlf.

lowships to students or alumni of
eligible Christian liberal arts institutions and seminaries who intend
to pursue a Ph.D. degree in
humanities, social sciences
and theological disciplines.
Professional degree programs
such as medicine and law are not
eligible. Performance and fine
arts degrees are also ineligible.
College for a Weekend: See your department chair or secThursday through Sunday will be retary for an application.
this year's first College For a
Weekend. CFAW events include AU-USA Academic Team: USA
the IMS floor hockey tournament Today, in cooperation with four
and Fun Flicks at David's Place higher education associations, is
from 5 to 11 p.m.
beginning its annual search for the
nation's best college students.
Women's Aerobics: David's Professors may nominate outstandPlace is the site for Women's ing students. For information on
Aerobics. The aerobics classes are nomination forms and official
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. Monday requirements call Carol Skalski at
through Friday. Cost is $1 per (703) 276-5890. Nominations must
lady per class. Show up ready to be received by Nov. 30.
work out and get fit
Convocation:
Graduate Fellowship: The Pew Wed., Oct. 9: Super Conference
Younger Scholars Program is Fri., Oct 11: Dr. Falwell
offering $39,000 in graduate fel- Mon., Oct. 14: Dr. Ed Hindson
Send postings a minimum of two weeks prior to event to Matt Swinehart c/o
Liberty Champion.

Many know him as the voice of
men's basketball where he serves
as the public address announcer.
Some make his acquaintance as he
hands out No. 2 pencils for a CLEP
test. A number of students have
had him as a hall parent, and football fans keep an eye on the scoreboard he mans.
Besides
these
activities,
Coordinator of Testing James D.
Wagner is an active member of the
Southeastern Testing Association. His
hard work was recognized Sept. 24 at
the group's sixth annual conference
where he was presented the
Exemplary Leader-ship Award.
SETA is a group of about 400
testing professionals and agencies
from the southeastern United
States. Wagner has been involved
with the association since it began
seven years ago. He was chosen
for the award because he has
played an active role in conferences and has been a member of
the board for three years.
During the conference, only two
awards were given out. The award
which Wagner received is one for
which many SETA members are

nominated, and he said he was
honored just to be considered.
"I'll tell you, it was a big surprise,"
Wagner said. "This is not an award
that is taken lightly; there's a lot of
thought that goes into it. It was very
gratifying to talk to members of the
board who thought that I was a worthy recipient."
This
year
Wagner is president-elect/vice
president of
SETA as well as
the group's state
director; he will
serve as president for the
1997-1998
Wagner
school year.
As coordinator of testing at
Liberty, Wagner serves as a liaison
between the school, testing agencies and students. He administers
standardized and assessment tests,
ensuring proper procedure is followed, and analyzes the data from
the results. He also hires associate
supervisors and proctors for testing
and trains staff.
Another important part of his job
is inventory control. "We're
entrusted with very confidential
material," Wagner said.

Tests administered include the
CLEP test, senior assessment
exams, and standardized tests
which all students are required to
take at the end of the spring
semester. Assessment tests are
important, Wagner said, to measure where the school is academically on a national level. "If
you're doing a good job it shows
that," he said. "If you need to
improve it shows that."
As president-elect of SETA,
Wagner is in charge of coordinating
next year's three-day conference in
Williamsburg. The conference will
feature workshops, lectures, exhibits
from testing agencies and award luncheons. Wagner describes the meeting as "a good time to build relationships" between testing professionals
and agencies.
As president of the group for 19971998, Wagner will have a hand in
organizing a conference in Atlanta
that will bring SETA together with
two other regional testing associations from across the nation.
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With: Irving Edelsberg, O.D.
and Optical World Optometrists

LOW RATES

(Next to J.C. Penney in River Ridge Mall)

3512 Campbell Ave.
across from Central Fidelity

attti*

RESTAURANT
Dinner by the Lake

Daily Specials • Nightly Specials $7.95
ill*1**

993-2475

$89 for most clear, soft or disposable '
Terrell L. Gravely
845-3165

team is younger this year so we
can't expect to win every tournament we travel to."
In the Varsity division at King's,
Dave Chapa and Amy Palermo lost
in the elimination rounds, although
Chapa ranked as seventh speaker.
In the Junior Varsity division,
Jerit Sciorra and Lacey Siegalkoff
finished the preliminary rounds
with six wins and no losses. They
lost in the semifinals to New York
University; Sciorra ranked as seventh speaker in the J.V. division.
In the Novice division, Jessica
Dacharux and Hannah Vick
advanced to the semifinal round.
Dacharux received the fifth
speaker award.
Also, Damon Hull and Tim
Munyon advanced into the octofinal rounds with Munyon ranked
as eighth speaker.

^ > *
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Lunch 11:30 - 2:30 • Dinner at 4:30
Open Sunday ALL DAY

Dr. Bert Peterson, Optometrist

CHECK CASHING SERVICES

Continued from Page 1
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Notary • Fax • Copies

Debate
wins big
at touneys

Contact Lenses and Exam
RT 460 • 4 miles east of Lynchburg

Present this coupon at exam

va»'* oK
3=5]

Computer
Service and
support
whenever you
need it!

Save on chicken and
ill the fixiris.
$349

REAL U.

CAFE
Real U. is for ANYONE between the ages of 18 and 23.
Join us every Sunday morning for coffee,
Sponsored by
donuts, and Christian fellowship.
Sundays, 9:30 AM
Thomas Road Baptist Church
For more information, call 832-2000.

Sale:
Oct. 7-27

Also join Real U .
Cor Crosswalk!

for Hot- b * H , Cool TVe*H

Now the chicken strip basket is on sale. For a
limited time get four golden strips of breaded
chicken, crispy french fries, Texas toast and your
choice of gravy or dipping sauces. All at a price
that can't be beat. Only at your participating
Dairy Queen" Brazier' store.

-"CI/XIVVVL

Wednesdays
7 PM

Dairii
Queen

a t Thomas Road
Baptist C h u r c h
This Semester y o u c a n choose bet-ween:

brazier.
vie Treoit- •friARijM?

§INC.

Waterlick Plaza
Dairy Queen 237-7030

846-1839

"Out oE Their Faces a n d I n t o T h e i r S h o e s " ( a n y o n e )
The Meaning oE a Man ( g u y s o n l y )
A Woman's Heart (girls o n l y )
For m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n , call 8 3 2 - 2 0 0 0 .

owned by LU faculty and family
C A M D Q Corp/1995
IS Reg TM AM 0 0 Corp

Dairy Queen* stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle
Network, which benefits local hospitals for children

Here is an offer no intelligent student could turn
down...
Join Courtside for the school year and receive one
month free. Courtside offers a variety of fitness options
including aerobics, cardiovascular equipment, and both
free weights and nautilus are available for strength
training. Let Courtside's qualified fitness staff set u p a
personal exercise program for you, free of charge.
Bring this ad on your first visit to try out the facility.
Hvirry, this offer expires October 21, 1996. Call Courtside
at (804) 237-6341 for further details.

Centra Health

-?. ™

1204 Fenwick Drive, Lynchburg VA 24502
804-237-6341
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The Noise invades GMA
By WENDY WARBURTON
Champion Reporter

Following in the footsteps of Jars
of Clay and Reality Check, the
Noise has been invited to the
Academy of Gospel Music Arts
(GMA) regional competition in
Washington, D.C., this month.
The Noise is a group of LU seniors
who hope to become big-time professional musicians. Micah Gaudio
sings lead with Phillip Vaght on lead
guitar, Jason Christian on rhythm,
Todd Paynter on drums and Bubba
Ayres on bass guitar.
GMA is a talent competition for
aspiring Christian artists. It was at
GMA that Jars of Clay, Sarah Jahn
and Reality Check broke into the
Christian music industry, Noise
hopes to do the same. Academy
spokesperson Michael W. Smith
describes GMA as "a great starting
point for aspiring artists and songwriters who wish to learn and network with industry professionals and
accomplished artists."
The winner of the regional competition in Washington, D.C. will
move on to the national competition
at the Dove Awards in Nashville
early next year.
The Noise became interested in
GMA after talking with Reality
Check about the competitions. The

njfr

band then produced a promo-pack ber, Micah Gaudio, has been
CD to be entered in the regional com- involved since three years ago, when
petition. Noise was one of eight the band was just a group of acoustic
bands chosen of the 200 entries from Coffee House performers.
the Virginia region which stretches
"We started the band just as LI I
from Maine to Georgia.
students having fun. We never
Gaudio said he hopes they "can thought we would be playing the
carry on the tradition of bringing biggest clubs from Charlotte to
great music to the Christian industry Virginia Beach," said Gaudio.
from Liberty Uni- _ _ ^ m m m ^ m m f mm^^^mm
"GMA is an
versity."
to prayer.
"We started the band answer
"I think our
While the secular
just as LU students
music is as good
industry
welcomed us with
ft
as anyone's out
havingfun."
there — secular
w
- Micah Gaudio T"™*'
f
or Christian —
hard to breakJ into
Lead Singer t h e
christian
and I'm just glad
we got this
market. We want
opportunity, because it's hard to to be a light in the secular world."
get a start in the industry," Vaught
The band recendy opened "The
said. "If Reality Check can win the Vault," a room above Spanky's
whole thing, I'm confident in what restaurant where the Noise will play
we're doing."
and bring in other local bands.
The Noise has been together for
The Noise is currently being
two years. The only original mem- played on eight secular radio sta-
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AVAILABLE
Make
Reservations
Early
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BACK
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tUNE-UP SPECIAL
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<None>From:

To

$34.90*

BRAKE SPECIAL
•From:

$44.90*

FRE

Tire Rotation
& Balance or $9.90*
Oil Change.Lube & Filter

^Cycling & R t n a s s ^ « E
" 2241) LAtf%

PEECIVAL'S ISLE
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GREEN CORDUROYS—Phillip Vaught, Micah Gaudio, and
Bubba Ayres (left to right) wow the crowd Friday night.
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MINDBOGGLE

Light
Light Medical, Inc.

From:

$18.90*

PRESSURE

Mindboggle
Video Arcade

Light Medical, Inc. would
like to express their
sincere thanks for
granting us the
opportunity to meet your
medical needs.

River Ridge Mall
($.50 value,with coupon limit one per person per day)
Exp: 10-31-96 Sun. - Thurs. only

Gregg R. Albers, MD
Richard A. Lane, MD
and Staff

Tanning Salon
onth Unlimited

9.95

10%
off

$10 2°
$2032
$30^
$50 s2

uaranteed!
xercise Gym

Pizza aDhiaer Entrees
w/lUSttietttiB

Venexia

flsonth

-no contracts
-no down payments

Restaurant
COFFEE & TEA, LTD
Saturday, 12th
DAVID GALLAHAN PL
8:30- 11:30pm
Good musicians wanted

1

PLAY this
game FREE
with this coupon.
50 cent value

<,£?£«

With Purchase Of a Tune-Up

QUALITY OIL
CHANGE S. LUBE

WASHER
6 Cyl. 39.90*
SAVE $3
8 Cyl. 49.90*
Labor
RENTAL
'Some vans,
Ick-ups, transverse
AVAILABLE
Plus
Parts
•Change oil
i hard to tune
(•Install new disc
engines additional
•Replace oil filter
.brake pads only
•Complete
imple engine
••Inspect rotors.
•Lubricate chassis
analysis
iTurnlng Included.
•Checking
lecklr fuel &
CALL
rAdd fluid as needed •Free vehicle
emissions system
master cylin- •Free vehicle
FOR
•Install spark plugs l-lnspect
der
&
brake
maintenance
n
*L
S.?.?J li,,e,s ' b e l , s I'Test drive vehicle
DETAILS
& hoses
Inspection
••Semi-metallic pads
•Check & set timing, add'l
carburetor & speed ••Some foreign cars,
tUL
•Measure exhaust
•trucks & vans add'l
emissions
•12000 ml.,12 month
LUBE
guarantee whichever
comes first
'Coupon Exp. 10/29/96 "Coupon Exp. 10/29/96 'Coupon Exp. 10/29/96 '
Cmi3aTvA~aa7e"!vto7o7\ter^
#6579
'~W5£ ~23£o902
General Service & Repair-More Than Just Our Name
* * * * Mon-Frl 8-6, Sat 8-4
3012 Wards Road, Lynchburg (2 Blocks S. Of River Ridge Mall)
Sun 10-6» U-HAUL Only

SCHOOL
SALE

tions in this area, and Music
Monitor Record Exchange named
them to their compilation CD
called "Notes From Home," featuring the best bands from Virginia
and the Carolinas.
Gaudio announced that the Noise's
next CD, for which they have already
recorded eight tracks, should be out
in February.
"We try to write songs that
Christians will hear and know we're
Christians and that won't turn off secular listeners." Gaudio said.
"We're reaching people that
other Christian bands can't," he
added, "we are not taking lightly
the responsibility that goes along
with this."

9010Timber»ake Road

845-8169

237-9432

3014 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg 24501

m

GRA

Call or Fax Your Order
for Dine In, Take Out...
or Delivery:
PHONE: 804-847-3059
FAX: 804-845-5537
Gourmet Pizzas
Omelettes & Waffles
Yogurt Specialties

Buy a gang at regular price,
get an order of Nachos

AFTER SCHOOL ESCAPE
Hump Day & TGIF
Specials & Hor D'oeuvres

Internet & Events Cafe
"See What's Happening
Here and Anywhere"

*:•:*>:-:*:*:•>:•:•:•:•:-:•:•:•;-:-:•:•:

RD

EJ

£w::::xo::::-fe^

FREE!
Must present coupon when ordering
(Not valid on gang day)

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME
Receive Up to $25.00/ Week By
Donating Life Saving Plasma !!
The Need is Great. The Plasma
You Donate Will Be Used To Make
Medications Used By Us All
To Live A Healthier Life.

SCAREMARE

To See If You Qualify
Call Us At

239 - 0769
Better Yet, Visit Us At the Fort Hill
Shopping Center.

w

Lynchburg Plasma Company
OUR HOURS ARE:
lues & Thurs
10:00am - 6:00pm
Wed&Fri
9:30am - 5:30pm
Sat
8:00am - 4:00pm

Please Help

OCTOBER 17-20
Continental Breakfast/Afternoon Heal Provided
For All Those Working ScareHare During Fall Break
Sponsored By YouthQuest Ministries
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OPINION
Kid kissers
go to jail?

f ^ . T h e Liberty *>

I hampion

The picture is famous. You canfindit reproduced on coffee mugs and gracing mouse pads
and wrist rests.
The poster sale in DeMoss always has a couple copies of it, and browsers who see it invari'... Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty" 2 Corinthians 3:17.
ably make the same cute "aww" noise that people make when they see a kitten.
The photograph is a piece of Americana,
one of those images we all seem to recognize immediately.
But that charming black-and-white-withjust-a-hint-of-color picture of a little boy kissing a little girl isn't considered as cute when
life begins to imitate art.
There have been a number of complaints about the cost of LU phone accounts.
Those of you who read papers may know the
For the students who have never before had to deal with seeing real live money
case of 6-year-old
go into a phone office and not come back out, the ordeal of having to pay
Johnathan Prevette,
between 18 and 40 cents a minute to call out-of-state is almost more than they
a North Carolina
can bear.
first-grader who
This seems to be one reason for the explosion of telephone cards on campus.
kissed a classmate
The AT&T combination credit/phone card is an especially hot item, and its table
on the cheek The
is swamped every time that nervous-looking character with his battered copier
result? He was
appears in Marriott. The Sprint "Moonlight Madness" cards are also popular.
accused of sexual
However, students should keep a wary eye on such easy answers as phone
harrassment, suscards. Take the Sprint card, for example.
pended and not
Ever heard of fine print? The "Moonlight Madness" card can give new meanallowed to attend a TIMOTHY J.
ing to the term. The advertisements offer a rate of "nine cents a minute between
party honoring per- GIBBONS
9 p.m. and 9 a.m." Sounds good, right? Especially considering the cheapest
fect attendance.
Liberty Phone Services out-of-state call costs two or three times as much. But
Then second-grader De'Andre Dearinge
Sprint makes the cost up by quietly applying an 80 cent surcharge to every call
was
suspended for three days from his New
a College Card customer makes.
York public school after kissing the girl next to
The invoice makes no mention of this surcharge anywhere on it, even though
him at lunch — "because I like her"— and
every other charge — federal taxes, local taxes, time rate and individual penalpulling a button from her skirt because it
ties — are painstakingly outlined and listed. A Sprint operator called on to
reminded him of his favorite book, in which a
that
somebody
would
identify
with
at
least
Last Wednesday U.S. District Judge
explain the hidden surcharge was unable to tell us when the surcharge was first
bear is missing an overalls button.
one
of
them.
Thomas Hogan ruled against Ross Perot's
applied or when the customers received notification of the new charge. He
Yes, Virginia, the world is wacky.
Look
what
we
have
today.
demand that he be allowed to take part in
offered refunds to those who had "missed" the notifications.
But my problem with these cases goes
Two
candidates
are
just
not
enough
to
the presidential debates. His justification
So for those students who dislike the idea of paying Telephone Services 18
beyond
the obvious insanity of charging chilrepresent
the
260
million
people
we
have
for his ruling was that the "seriousness" of
cents a minute to call home: at least you know what you're being charged. The
dren
with
sexual harassment. (As a friend of
living
in
our
country.
Not
only
has
the
the debates precluded any "non-competiaverage Moonlight Madness call would have to last nearly quarter of an hour
mine
said,
these are people who still eat with
population
increased
65
times,
the
number
tors" from taking part. Since Perot's voter
before it began to be significantly cheaper than LUTS. And you can only take
their
hands
and have to be forced to bathe.
of
philosophies,
agendas
and
special
intersupport is hovering around five percent,
advantage of this "Madness" between 9 p.m. and 9 a.m.
They
don't
know
enough about sex to be able
ests
in
America
has
exploded
since
the
the court judged him as an extremely
Watch out for the easy out!
to
harass
anybody.)
days
of
"life,
liberty
and
the
pursuit
of
unlikely option for our next president.
I'm upset about the mixed signals we are
The most interesting thing Judge Hogan happiness."
sending
women by hauling small-time gradeThe amount of money, time and public
said was this: "I think we're sort of at a
school
romantics
out of the classroom.
point where it reminds me of the playoffs ... recognition required of a potential presidential
Society now accepts (as it should) that
and we have the wild card team that makes candidate is enough to knock out most wannathe playoffs but isn't allowed to play in the bes before they can even seriously consider women are capable, independent people,
campaigning. Plus, any serious well able to take care of themselves. Why
World Series eventually, even if
candidate needs the nomination of then do the authorities have to step in to proit's succeeding well in the play. In the last two weeks, violence has ripped through Israel and the Middle East.
a major party, of which there are tect them from romantic advances?
offs, and that's regrettable."
Citizens, soldiers and police battle openly in the streets as the politicians find
I have a younger sister, now in high
two (count them, two). It's no
Regrettable. An interesting
themselves at a loss to control the situation.
wonder that in the early days of school, whom I am fiercely protective of. I
word to use to describe the failFor many of us here, the situation seems even farther away than the thousands
American politics some people know, however, that she can handle situaure of a political system heralded
of miles that separate Lynchburg from Israel. Often, significant news doesn't
thought political parties should be tions on her own; if some guy made unwantas the world's finest.
reach the entire student body until days after the event, leaving a lot of students
ed advances towards her she would kindly
declared unconstitutional.
In 1787, the newly written
with a feeling of detachment and disinterest. In addition, the Middle East seems
By the time someone gets and politely eviscerate him.
Constitution guaranteed us a
pretty far away to a campus of students who are just concerned about surviving
When she was younger, she wouldn't have
elected, half the country hates
democratic republic in which the TOM
until Fall Break.
him. So the upcoming genera- bothered being either kind or polite. Or as
nation elected officials to direct INKEL
However, Liberty students have more reason for involvement in current events
and manage us. The Congress B ™ " ' — B B ^ ^ ^ B tion has to listen to four years of Sarah, a Dallasfirst-gradersaid, if any boys
than the average American for a variety of reasons: We are the next generation
assured us that the people in every state verbal abuse hurled at the people with one kissed her, "I'd slap 'em with my lunch box
and these events are shaping the world we will live in; we have many students
had representation, the Supreme Court pre- of the toughest jobs in America. Nice and make their nose bleed."
who are from or have relatives in the different regions in the news; we are
But women's rights supporters also seem to
served the integrity of the Constitution ... incentive. One recent poll showed that
Christian students at a university dedicated to having an effect on the world
and the Presidency was supposed to give only 18 percent of American youth would like the suspensions. Patricia Ireland, president
around it; and we know the significance of Israel in Biblical prophecy.
us the ability to make one man who repre- even consider being president. I hope the of the National Organization for Women,
We need to be in prayer about the events in the world around us and particuthought this punishment was dandy. She said,
sented us best our voice and policy-maker. next Ronald Reagan is in that 18 percent.
larly about the current situation in the Middle East. Locate those who are need of
I'm sorry, George Washington, James
By denying Perot the right to participate "Boys who aren't taught torespectgirls grow
prayer here at school; there are about ten students from the Middle East at LU
Madison, and Alexander Hamilton, I ain't at the highest levels of the presidential up to be workers at the Mitsubishi plant."
and they are all in need of support.
a bit like Bill Clinton. I'm not anything race, the powers that be have nullified the
Suspensions don't teachrespect;they teach
Remember as you go about your busy life on this small campus in a huge
like Ross Perot, either. Truthfully, I don't whole purpose of having a race at all.
fear. When asked why he would want to kiss a
world: it's what's out there that's really important. Stay informed on what's
even have that much in common with Bob
There should be process to protect and girl, Johnathan said, "Because you love them
going on and keep in prayer.
Dole.
mandate a certain number of prominent, and that you're friends."
In those days when the population bare- known candidates so that more Americans
Love? Friendship? That sounds like a good
ly broke four million (that's smaller than can find somebody — anybody — to iden- base on which to build respect. In fact,
the cities a lot of you come from), the tify with. This process would at least bring Johnathan said the girl had asked him to kiss
democratic republic the Constitution pro- to light a much broader scope of issues, as her and she had kissed him before.
"Concerning the gods, I am not able to know to a certainty whether they exist or not Fewduced
was able to offer candidates who well as break the chokehold of the major
So we have two elementary school kids trythere are many things which prevent one from knowing, especially the obscurity of the
represented
the
entire
nation.
It
helped
that
parties
on
politics.
ing
to show that they think girls are special —
subject, and the shortness of the life of man."
many candidates ran for the office; for
Perot
may
never
be
the
American
revowhich
has to be betterfroma women's-rights
—Protagoras
example, the 1824 election had four people lutionary and people's hero that he so perspective than thinking that they all had
running with almost equal support, an much wants to be. But I think the recent cooties. And on the other hand we have author"Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shallfind;knock, and it shall be opened unto
almost inconceivable idea today.
decision to restrict him from the presiden- itarian officials who think affection between
you: For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that
tial debates lets a lot of air out of the sails kids should be outlawed.
Even
when
only
two
candidates
competknocketh it shall be opened."
of our constitutional right to a fairly elected
during
the
early
days
of
the
United
Call me a chauvinist, but in this case I have
—Matthew 7:7-8
States, the population was small enough ed president.
to go with the kissers.
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H I Loneliness teaches life lessons
El

Liberty Champion Policies
The Liberty Champion encourages members of the community to submit letters to
the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words and
must be typed and signed. Letters appearing in the Liberty Forum do not necessarily represent the views of The Champion's
editorial board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear
the endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes the
property of The Liberty Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to accept,
reject, or edit any letter received, according to The Champion slylebook, taste and
the Liberty University mission statement.
The deadline for letters is 6 p.m.
Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Editor, The
Champion" and drop them off in DH 113 or
mail to: The Liberty Champion, Liberty
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
24506-8001.

Watching friends come and go is one of really are. When we are constantly around
the most difficult things college students others, it becomes easy to try on different
must become accustomed to. Even as early faces to see which lace others will accept.
as high school graduation you realize your Once we are convinced of which face they
friends are not necessarily going to go with like the most, it is a natural tendency to
you to Liberty. Or maybe, as in my case, wear that face when you are around them.
you've been at Liberty a few
(I would guess that over half of
years and most of the close
the students here do not even
friends you made have either
know Uiemselves). You've got to
transferred or graduated.
know yourself before anyone
Ifindthat I am alone a lot more
else can know you. Get to know
now. Places I used to go to with
yourself.
friends, I now go to solo. When I
This is also a great lime to examused to walk through DeMoss
ine what you want out of life.
Hall, I knew just about everyone
You came to college for an eduin there. Now that I'm a senior, it CYNTHIA
cation anyway, right? This is the
seems that everyone 1 went TATUM
time to set goals and aspirations
through school with has gone. • • • • • ^^B^B
for yourself. But don't stop there;
And I know that I'm not the only one expe- prepare to achieve them. There is nothing at
riencing this.
all wrong with having friends, but unless
II you find yourself alone a lot now, you you are an unusually strong and prioritized
should remember you can learn legitimate person, often it is your school work that suflessons from loneliness.
fers. So since you are alone anyway, keep
First of all, you can take this time alone your head in the books and concentrate on
to examine yourself and find out who you making dial 4.0 you've always wanted.

Last but definitely not least, take time to
form a close relationship with the Lord. Get
to know your first love. Find out what steps
He wants you to take and what moves He
has for you to make. If your friends are talking too loud, you may not hear what the
Lord is trying to tell you.
Notice: once you are satisfied with the
love of Jesus, he will satisfy you with the
desires of your heart, which in this case may
be companionship. The Bible says in
Matthew 6:33 to seek first the kingdom of
God and all these things shall be added unto
you. Take that verse and replace the word
"all these things" with "companionship."
If you feel lonely, I am sure God has taken
your friends for a reason. Maybe He wants
you to focus more on Him and His Word.
Perhaps He has a message He wants you to
hear that you couldn't hear before because
you were preoccupied with your friends.
Being alone gives you the opportunity to
really find out who you are and Whose you
are- Once you find this out, everything else
will fall into place.
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Forever
daddy's
little girl
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hen I was a baby, he would cuddle
me and throw me in the air to
make me squeal. When I was a toddler,
he would hold my hand on the beach and
we would look for seashells. When I was
a little girl, he would play baseball with
me in the backyard everyday when he
with the Natural Bridge is the Natural
got home from work. When I was a teen,
Bridge Wax Museum where the historical
he would listen quietly to my whiney
information about the bridge can be
sob stories. No matter how awful I
found. Historical personages connected
looked, he thought I was beautiful.
with the bridge include Thomas Jefferson,
He was always my hero. He was so
who in 1774 became the first American
smart and he could always make me
owner of the bridge.
laugh. "Oh no, you stubbed your toe?
George Washington actually carved his
Well, I guess we'll just have to cut it
initials in the bridge around 1750 and the
off." I told him that I was going to marry
initials can still be seen today by looking
him when I grew up, and he thought that
directly across from Cedar Creek and 23
was just wonderful.
feet up. These are just a few interesting
It all started almost 23 years ago (and
historical facts surrounding this natural
I get to hear the whole long, involved
hot spot.
story every year on my birthday). Mom
The bridge is situated at the beginning
looked at Dad and said, "It's time." Then By TRACEY CLARK
of
a trail that winds for a mile and a half
Champion Reporter
Dad said, "No, it's not — it can't be
along the mountain. The hike begins just
yet." But sure enough, minutes later they
he Natural Bridge Caverns is a high- past the bridge and crosses the mysterijumped into their '69 Corvette and
ly recommended spot for hiking and ous Lost River. This river is so named
buzzed over to the hospital.
checking out the changing leaves as we because its source and outlet are both hidphoto courtesy of Tracty Clark
My wonderful mother was moaning in head into fall.
den inside mountains. To this day no one D O E S N ' T LOOK LIKE THIS BRIDGE IS FALLING DOWN — Natural
pain while Dad was saying so sensitiveThe bridge is 40 feet thick, 100 feet knows where the river begins or ends.
Bridge Caverns make a nice day trip for hiking and admiring the fall leaves.
ly, "It can't hurt that much or more wide, and spans 90 feet between the walls.
There are also several caves along the
women wouldn't have babies" (He's It stands at 215 feet high, which is 55 feet way where any visitor can stop in and look Caverns are fairly simple: get on 29 North
Natural Bridge is approximately 45
come a long way since then).
higher than Niagara Falls.
around.
and follow it approximately 15 minutes to minutes away, and the drive itself is
A couple of days after I was born, Dad
The Natural Bridge is in a breathtaking
At the conclusion of the hike, visitors 130 West which will be a left turn. Once almost as beautiful as the bridge — espewas sent down to the nursery to fetch me area, located next to many other interest- can stop at the caverns just up the road on 130 West there will be signs all the way cially at this time of year.
so that we could go home. A young nurse ing attractions including mines, caverns, from the bridge and take a free guided to the Natural Bridge.
The curvy road winds through and along
walked up to him with a baby in her the Lost River and the beautiful Lace tour through the dark caverns where the
The cost of the hike is $7.50 per person the mountains, giving a beautiful scenic
arms and asked, "Is this your baby?" To Waterfalls.
bats "hang out."
for the bridge and caverns which stay view of the colored leaves and adding a
which Dad replied after looking down at
Another attraction directly connected
The directions to the Natural Bridge open until dark.
rustic touch to autumn.
the small bundle, "I guess so."
Well, fortunately for me, Mom came wandering down the hallway right at that
moment, took one look at the baby in Dad's
arms, and said, "That's not our baby."
Then she picked me up (the right me)
elcome to a new development in "Yahweh Love," which has been very unique work of talent and creativity. I out his younger years.
and put me in Dad's arms. Then (this is
The Liberty Champion. I will be well-received and currently holds its own was notably impressed by the use of
"In my loneliest years of high school,
my favorite part of the story) I wrapped
writing a regular music review column on C-91's Top 20 Countdown.
background sopranos in their rendition of when the Christian kids were judging me
my baby fingers around Dad's pinky and
that will talk about hot Christian CDs
This artist epitomizes the folksy female "Louie's Solo."
and my old friends were mocking me
he said, "Let's take her home."
newly released.
alternative sound that reigns among modThis demonstrates a new and definitive because I found Christ, I found comfort in
I don't think Dad was crazy about havI will tell you whether you should buy it, ern rock divas today.
concept in music as this one song would the message of Petra's music. They pointing a baby until that moment. He was
ask Santa for it, pester C-91 to play it
What up-to-date compilation claiming make purchasing the whole album ed me to Jesus, where I found the desire to
crazy about it after that, though. It's
more often, or spend your time and money the label "alternative" would be complete worthwhile.
keep living, and the love that healed my
been Dad and me ever since.
on something better.
without something from MxPx?
I'm very impressed.
broken, confused heart," he said.
He sold his Corvette and bought an
Sixpence None
I'm happy to announce that the first CD
If you like this
This quote explains the whole thrust of
ugly green station wagon, without even
The Richer graces the album, the point behind this tribute to
in this series is definitely a buy. It's a trib- group's
sound,
a second thought. He couldn't have his
this compilation in Petra, and it stands as a testimony to the
ute to Petra, featuring a dozen of their you'll like its verbaby girl riding around in that little car.
its gentle style with genuine spirit of the artists involved.
best-known old songs redone in loving sion of "I Can Be
What if there was an accident?
care by some of today's hottest Christian Friends With You."
"Road to Zion." It's
Caprill and My Sister's Garden brings a
rock and alternative artists who themFocus on
mellow and aesthet- childlike tone to the project with "The
He's been protective from the very
selves grew up listening to Petra.
the message of this
ic. There's nothing Coloring Song." This song will stick in
beginning. A couple of months later, we
is a
more to say.
were visiting some friends for dinner.
your head — you will be humming it
Each band freshens up one old song song. It
reminder that the
They had put me on the double bed with
The Stand fol- everywhere you go. Within a week, I had
with its own unique spin.
big pillows all around me, but I still
lows Sixpence in a the whole thing memorized.
Audio Adrenaline starts off the lineup Creator of the uniNever Say Dinosaur
verse wants to be
managed to fall off.
completely differFinally, Plank Eye remade "All The
with its rendition of "Taste and See."
Various
ent style. The group King's Horses," rounding out the stamThey all heard me scream and rushed
It's not the best work I have ever heard your Best Friend. If
is more harsh and pede of Petra oldies. This was not one of
in. Mom looked me over and said that I from Audio Adrenaline, but there are 11 you've never heard
heavy, but it gets my favorites, but I listened to it with the
was fine, but Dad was so upset that he
more fabulous tracks on the CD to make it before, it will
bias that no band could perform the song
insisted we go home.
up for it.
blow you away (whether you like MxPx the point across in 'Pied Piper."
as well as Petra. This is one of Petra's sig'A
few
songs
were
The bias wasn't one-sided either. Dad
The Walter Eugenes come next with or not).
In its own words,
and I had a scheme going (or so Mom "Judas' Kiss." I really loved this one. It
Track six alone would probably sell this thrown our way to choose from, but the nature songs.
All things considered, I recommend that
thought). One night, when Dad was
conveyed the song's powerful message to CD for many Christian and non-Christian urgency of Hartman's lyres in 'Pied
bowling with his league I decided to be
perfection.
fans alike. Jars of Clay present another Piper,' thrown together with a song we you buy this disk ASAP.
fussy. Mom had been walking me for
If you like any form of Christian alterI was a little skeptical of the next band. song hot off the Top 20 charts, "Rose wrote a while back was so smooth. It was
about five hours when Dad finally rolled
Colored
Stained
Glass
Windows."
If
you
native
music and you feel that 12 unique
What kind of group calls itself the
in the same artistic vein as The Stand."
in the door.
like
Jars
(and
I
know
you
do)
you
will
artists
on one CD is a good value, then
Galactic Cowboys? However, it pulled
Next comes Grammatrain sending out
probably
love
most
of
the
other
less
illusStar
Song's
"Never Say Dinosaur" should
off "Not of This World" better than I ever
a song called "Wake Up" that demands
He offered to take me and Mom, tired
trious
artists
on
this
album,
too.
grace
your
CD
shelf soon.
could have expected — and what an
and holds attention.
and frustrated replied, "No, you can't
Tune in next week for a review of
The next track will amaze you. It conIn the album insert, Paul Roraback of
have my baby." Dad gently took me and appropriate song to match the name of
the band!
sists of Kevin Smith/Passafist putting an Grammatrain wrote a touching message "God," the latest project from Rebecca
I immediately stopped crying.
Sarah Jahn contributes track four, incredible amount of genius into one about Petra's influence on his life through- St. James.
My mom said that one of the cutest
memories she has of Dad and me is
when we were stationed in the
Philippines. There were no seatbelt laws
and one day she looked out the window
Circumstances out of our control affect our lives everyday.
she was hit by a truck and killed. Her parents had every reason
A boy looks out the window, with tears in his eyes;
and saw Dad driving away with me
Sometimes we find out why God allowed them to happen in
to blame God, but Uiey didn't.
A local drive-by shooting, has taken his best friends' life.
standing beside him on the seat with my
I can Uiink of so many other similar situations. You may the near future, sometimes years later, and some questions may
A woman cries in anguish, from a lonely hospital bed;
arm around him.
have some going on in your life right now. So if God is in never be answered until we get to heaven.
Her labor led to a miscarriage, her baby girl is dead.
1 used wait lor him to come home every
What situation are you going through? A dying relative? A
control, why are things die way they are? Romans 8:28
A girl hides in the corner, she plugs her ears real tight;
day and play with me. When I started talkclose friend was raped? A career-ending injury? A role model
states that "All things work
I );iddy is hitUng Mommy, once again they fight.
ing, he used to love to tease me.
is caught in sin?
togedier for good to diem dial
A healthy young boy has a heart attack at twelve;
"Mommy's girl?" he used to ask. I would
j^^k
Or maybe your situation isn't quite as life changing. That
love God, to them who are called
Mom, Dad and friends are all beside themselves.
shake my head and declare, "Daddy's girl."
test you studied for and still flunked. Thefloodthat ruined half
according to his purpose."
Four unique circumstances, but the reactions are the same:
Then when he would tease me and I would
wfc
your wardrobe, the injury that put you on the sidelines a couAre we called according to His
1 low could such a loving God allow this awful pain?
get mad, he would say, "Daddy's girl?" I
ple games, or that guy you thought was Mr. Right finds somepurpose? If we are saved, we are.
The Bible says that God conforms all things widi His will.
would squirm away from him and say,
one else. So what are you supposed to do now? You know it's
These lour tilings happened that His plans might be fulfilled. Everything dial happens in our
"Mommy's girl."
part of God's will but what do you do while you try and figure
lives is somehow going to work
lour situations, all part of God's big plan.
Now he's waiting for me to graduate
out what God's will is? First, "count it all joy when you fall
out for good. Clod promised it, so
liven though it may be hard for us to understand.
and come live at home for the rest of my
into divers temptations" (James 1:2).
you can count on it.
(iod says that "All things work together for the good"
life. I tell him he's still dreamin' when
Second, pray that God will show you His will "..and to
liven when we wonder how they possibly could.
In the story of Melissa Miller,
he says that. He still listens to my sob
BRIAN
desire that ye might be filled with the knowledge of His will in
her family is still looking for
So let us then take hold of what we know is true.
stories. Now they're just expensive,
all wisdom and spiritual understanding"(Col 1:9).
answers, but they know this: JACOBS
We may not know the reasons why,
long-distance sob stories. I'm still his
He wants to reveal His will to us, He just has much better
God will reveal His reasons • • • • • • • • • M a
But now we know the Who.
little girl. He's still my hero, but I'm not
timing then we do. 1 don't know your circumstances, but God
someday, in His perfect liming.
going to marry him when 1 "grow up,"
"Having made known unto us the mystery of his will, does. Alter all, 1 le is in control of them.
1 wrote the poem above with a particular story in mind. 1
just someone like him.
So leave your situation in His hands and wail for answers in
according
to his good pleasure which he hath purposed in
thought
of
die
story
of
young
Melissa
Miller,
a
three-year-old
Once a daddy's girl, always a daddy's
himself"
(Fphcsians
1:9).
girl
from
my
church
in
Washington.
While
crossing
die
street,
His
time.
I girl. That's one privilege I'll never lose.

Natural Bridge:
a beautiful
place to watch
the leaves
change colors
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Got problems? God can work them out
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V-ball splits B.S.C g a m e s
By KERRY RODRIGUEZ
Champion Reporter

The LU volleyball team tallied a
win and a loss over the weekend
against Big South Conference
opponents.
The Lady Flames put up a good
fight against the Costal Carolina
Lady Chanticleers on Saturday but
fell short. The Chanticleers swept
LU in three games to win the
match, 15-12, 15-10, 15-6.
In the opening game of the
match, the Lady Flames came out
strong. "Going into the game, we
were really excited," Athena
Sherwood said, "Coastal Carolina

was ranked No. 1 in the Big South
"There is a lot of talent on this
conference. We were going into team," Dorn said. "Teamwork and
the game with nothing to lose."
communication is a big part of our
Liberty took the first point of the strength. Today, there was a breakgame on a Kyric Dorn smash into down in our communication."
the Chanticleers' backcourt for the
Coastal Carolina used a strong
first kill of the match. Ashley service game to keep LU at bay the
Fletcher then put down two aces.
rest of the way. CCU had 14 serCostal Carolina made a swift vice aces to the Lady Flames'
comeback, putting down some key three. Antonia Akpama and Dorn
plays, including two aces in the led LU in kills with eight each.
middle of the first game, to take However, Coastal Carolina outthe lead. Liberty stayed alongside played them with 41 kills.
the Lady Chants with strong
The Lady Flames also played
defensive blocks from Susan against Charleston Southern on
Beetschen and Leanna Miller; Friday night. Charleston Southern
however, it was not enough, and was shot down in an easy win for
CCU won 12-15.
LU, 15-0, 16-14, 15-2.

Flames Football Preview
Game No. 6
vs. Hofstra
Series: Hofstra leads 1-0
Place: Williams Stadium
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Things have gone from bad to worse for the
Flames this season. As if losing four out of the first
five games wasn't bad enough, Liberty will be
without the services of running back Lawrence
Worthington and offensive lineman Chad Labour
for the rest of the season (See story page 8).
Worthington's backups Xavier Slade and Stacey

Nobles will fill in. Nobles carried the ball six times
for 51 yards in LU's loss to Indiana State last week.
He also caught two passes for 15 yards, and showed
an ability to break tackles.
Also, Head Coach Sam Rutigliano may be mixing
things up with his quarterbacks. Backup quarterback Glenwood Ferebee took more than his normal
amount of snaps during the bye week practices.
Liberty has a lot to prove in this game. The
Flying Dutchmen destroyed LU last season on Long
Island, 36-10. Revenge is sure to be on the Flames'
minds.

Detroit to take out Raiders in shootout; Niners to down Pack
By JOSH HOWE
Champion Reporter

Arizona at Dallas:
The
Cowboys are beat up, but their latest victory over the Eagles shows
they still have what it takes to get it
done — despite mistakes. The
return of Michael Irvin will help.
Cowboys by 7.
Chicago at New Orleans: The
Bears are looking forward to this
matchup after facing Minnesota,
Detroit and Green Bay the past
three weeks. Chicago's running
game will thrive against a Saints'
defense that ranks low against the
rush. Bears by 10.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh: The
top defensive team in the country,
accompanied by the revived Jerome
Bettis, spells trouble for Cincy.
Steelers by 13.
Detroit at Oakland: This matchup is a potential shootout as two of
the best offenses in the league col-

lide. Look for a struggling Lions'
defense to take advantage of Raider
turnovers — Oakland committed 14
in the first five weeks. Lions by 5.
Houston at Atlanta: The Oilers
may be young, but veteran quarterback Chris Chandler is playing well.
It will be a long day for a Falcon's
defense which sits at the bottom of
the league. Oilers by 4.
Miami at Buffalo: Don't look for
an offensive game with both Marino
and Kelly out, but count on defense.
Each team boasts a tough defense.

The 12th man (Bills fans) will win carry them. St. Louis can't score or
this contest. Bills by 3.
stop
anyone
from
scoring.
Minnesota at Tampa Bay: It will Panthers by 9.
be a long day at the Big Sombrero as
Washington at New England:
the Vikings light up the league's The key for the Pats will be shutlowest scoring team. Vikings by 17. ting down Terry Allen, a tall order
N.Y. Jets at Jacksonville: Jags for a weak team against the run.
QB Mark Brunell will show why Redskins by 7.
Jacksonville is one of the best
passing teams in the league.
Jaguars by 6.
St. Louis at Carolina: Tony
Banks is a flicker of hope for the
Rams, but he is still not enough to

•

Painting
Touch Ups
Air Brushing
Pin Striping

/

* DETAILING
Washing
Waxing
Buffing
Interiors
Motors

385-9663
COST CUTTERS
(FAMILY HAIR CARE")

We're your style

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION
At COST CUTTERS FAMILY HAIR CARE you'll find:
'Well trained stylists

•Full menu of services

•Professional hair

for men & women

* MECHANICAL
Engine Repair
Tune Ups
Oil & Lube
Alignment
* EMISSION
Emission Control
Exhaust
Muffler

* BODY WORK

(UNTIL 10PM) •

•Clean, modem decor

Serving the Lynchburg area since 1981

Free Towing for L. U. Faculty & Students / / Work Is Done In Our Shop

In the Graves Mill Shopping Center

FREE
DELIVERY

much for the Ravens. Colts by 12.
San Francisco at Green Bay
(Monday Night): This is the best
NFC matchup of the season — if
Steve Young is back. The Niners
must put together a rushing attack to
slow the Packer defensive front.
Packers by 7.

INTEGRITY.
RIVER RIDGE AUTO

PEKING CHINESE
RESTAURANT
UNLIMITED
/
BUFFET /

Philadelphia at N.Y. Giants: A
pivotal game for both teams. A win
by the Giants could bring them
alive in their division title hopes.
Eagles by 6.
Baltimore at Indianapolis: The
return of Marshall Faulk along with
the Indy aerial assault will be too

" TRUST is important to you when choosing a shop to
repair or service your car. When you place your trust in
us, our INTEGRITY is on the line! Keeping our word is
important to us. That's why QUALITY and SERVICE are
centerpiece to our commitment to you.

237-3111

care products

BROOKVILLE PLAZA (next to Krogers)
7803 Timberlake Road 237-3606

Vito & Beverly

DeMonte

Beside LIBERTY'S Railroad Entrance
zt

V.

PRINCIPLES

o / S () U N D

R E T I R E M E N T I N V E S T I N (i

y\

Chinese Buffet Resturant
• Dine-In or Carry Out •
Hunan, Szechuan & Cantonese Cuisine
Timberlake Rd., Lynchburg, Va 24502
(Timberlake Station)

237-0088 - 237-2223
Open 7 Days a Week
Sun. - Thur. 11 am - 10 pm Fri. & Sat. 11 am - 11 pm

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LUCE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

We Cater To Parties At A Low Rate
Please Order By Phone;
It Will Be Ready When You Arrive.
Regular Menu Available.

All Day Buffet • 7 Days A Week
Buffet To Go Per Order
Lunch
11 am - 4 pm

BEST BUFFET
WE HAVE
IT ALL!

$4.95

an't afford to save lor retirement?
The truth is, you can't allure! not ID.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last go to So years or more. You'll want

Ivven il you're not counting the years to
retirement, y o u can count on T I A A - C K K F
to help y o u build the l u l u r e you deserve -

to live at least as comfortably then as y o u
do now. A n d dial takes planning.
My starling to save now, you can take
advantage o f tax deferral and give y o u r
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age .7>o and y o u can
ac i umulate over $17^ , IOO* l>y the lime
you real h age b >. Mul wail ten years and

annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record ol personal
servile that spans 7/) years.

you'll have to budget $uujcach month
to reach the same goal.

Dinner
4 pm - Close

with llexihle retirement and tax-deferred

O v e r 1.8 million people in education and

research i>ut TIAA-CUKFat thu top ol
their list l o r retiremenl planning. W h y not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple i l is
to luiild a secure tomorrow when you
have lime and T I A A - C K K I ' ' w o r k i n g on
y o u r side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 H00 H42-2HHH.

SE£

$6.95

DIJOftVER

tx

Ensuring the future
for t h o s e w h o s h a p e i t . '
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Harris Teeter

Scoreboard
Scores

Attendance: 245

Women's Soccer

Radford 6, Liberty 0
Liberty
0
0
—0
Virgina 2, Liberty 1
Elon
6
0 — 0
Liberty
0
1—1
8:42
RU
Kelly Moran
Virginia
0
2 — 2
from Brooks and Lebo
67:00 UVa. Mike Fisher from 16:20 RU
Amanda Lebo,
Matt Leonard
unassisted
78:06 UVa. Matt
Leonard 20:47 RU
McFarlane from
from Mike Fisher
Moran
89:37 LU
Ryan Trumbo
22:55 RU
Dellavia from
from Tim Wood
McFarlane
Shots: L U - ^
26:37 RU
Lebo from
UVa.—20
Dellavia
Saves: LU—6
36:06 RU
Moran, unassist
UVa.—1
ed
Yellow Cards: UVa. 1, Drew Shots: LU— 5
O'Donnell 70:00, Liberty none.
EC—21
Red Cards: None
Saves: LU—7
Attendance: 1,170
RU—2
Yellow
Cards: RU 1, Meghan
Liberty 4,Winthrop 1
Brooks 78:11, LU none.
Winthrop
0
1—1
Red Cards: LU 1, Kendra Brooks
Liberty
1
3—4
72:08, RU none.
24:20 LU
Troy McLean
Attendance: 58
from Barrington and Johnson
35:00 LU
James MacLean
from Brownlee
68:28 LU
from
Mike
Rohrer
Football poll
79:44 WU
Scott Rawlins
as of Oct. 7
89:59 LU
David Thienes
Team
Last week
Shots: LU—13
1. Belcher Boys (6-0)
1
UVa.—9
2. Chilly Pheesesteaks (4-0) 2
Saves: LU—3
3. White Lightning (5-0)
3
UVa.—7
4
Yellow Cards: LU 2, Mike Rohrer 4. Son's of Liberty (6-0)
5
7:00, Ben Johnson 86:00. Winthrop 5. Primal Rage (4-2)
6
3, Richard Golzi 35:39, Scott 6. German Helmets (4-2)
—
Bawlins 86:34, Derek Skea 86:34. 7. D. B. Platypuses (4-2)
8. Dieel (4-2)
10
Red Cards: None

Men's Soccer

STop 10

Ifc h

is R i g h t !
j u s t a s k hi)

Read
ich Mac 111
~»ly in Tht
Champioii

BEST PART TIME JOB IN LYNCHBURG— Telemarketers needed, excellent wages. Up to $6.50 per hr. Plan
your own schedule, min. 3 days,
$6.00, 4 days, $6.50 per hr.
Transportation available, van leaves
DeMoss bid., 5:10 daily. Great hours
for students. Mon-Fri, 5:30 to 9 p.m.,
Sat., 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 5821583
or
582-1587.
B&B
Presentations, 523 Leesville Rd.,
Lynchburg, VA 24502.
Wanted!!!
Individuals
and
Student
Organizations to Promote SPRING
BREAK TRIPS. Earn MONEY and
FREE TRIPS CALL INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013.
http://www.icpt.com
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING — Earn up
to $2,000+/month.
World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp. necessary. For info, call 1-206971-3550 ext. C53442.

* EARN EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $2O0-$500 weekly mailing phone
cards. For information send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to : Inc.,
P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL 33164.

Spring Break '97. Earn cash! Highest
commission. Travel free on... only 13
sales!!! Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida, Padre. Free info packet! Call
Sunsplashl-800-426-7710.
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM

CHRISTIAN PIANO TEACHER HAS
IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS-ALL
AGES. OLD FOREST ROAD AKHA
11 YEARS EXPERIENCE. CALL
385-8301.

EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH
FOUNDATION
$$ EARN EXTRA MONEY $$
•INGROWN TOENAIL STUDY:
Males & Females, Age 18 & over
with an ingrown toenail of BIG toe.
Study visits: Wed. 10/9/96 thru
Tues. 10/15/96 OR Wed. 10/16/96
thru Tues. 10/22/96 OR Wed.
10/23/96 thru Tues. 10/29/96 OR
Wed. 10/30/96 thru Tues. 11/5/96
OR Weekday visits between 4-6
pm., Sat. & Sun.visits between 2-4
pm.
STUDY PAYS $100
•SUN-DAMAGED
SPOTS
STUDY: Males & Females, age 18
& over with 10-25 sun damaged
spots located on one hand and forearm to test a product twice daily on
spots. These spots may be reddish,
scaly areas. STUDY PAYS $100
for 5 visits over 7 weeks. Call for
an appointment to see if you qualify
*ACNE STUDY: Males & females,
ages 12-25 with acne. 5 visits over
10 weeks. Study Visits: Thursday
10/10/96, 10/17/96, 11/21/96 and
12/19/96 between the hours 3-5:30
pm.
STUDY PAYS UP TO $100
•COSMETIC STUDY: Females,
age 18-55 to test a cosmetic. 5
Visits:
Thursdays 10/17/96,
10/24/96,
10/31/96,
11/7/96,
11/14/96 between the hrs. 4:30-6:30
pm.
STUDY PAYS $50
•FEMALE HYGIENE STUDY:
Females, age 18-55 to test a female
hygiene product. Study Visits:
Thurs. 10/24/96, Thurs. 10/31/96,
and Thurs. 11/7/96 between 2-4:30
pm.
STUDY PAYS $50
CALL 847-5695
2602 Langhorne Road (Across

from E.C. Glass High School)
Hours: Mon-Fri. 9-5

9. 5th Ward (3-2)
10. Beavers (2-2)
dropped out: Teutonic

Your N e i g h b o r h o o d Food Market
8
Knights

and Phil's Thrills.
Basketball poll
as of Oct. 7
1. Regulators
2. Arby's
3. The Legends
4. The Hole
5. Brad's Doughboys
6. Tombstone
7. Seawolves
8. 7-Up
9. Milk Chocolate
10. Run-N-Shoot
The top 10 lists are compiiled by
the Intramural Sports office, and is
determined by record and strength
of schedule.

his Week
TUESDAY
Volleyball vs.Radford, 7:30 p.m.
Golf at University of Nevada-Reno
Tournament, at Edgewood C.C.
FRIDAY
Men's Soccer at Vanderbilt,
7:00 p.m.
Volleyball vs. UMBC, 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
Men's Soccer at Western Kentucky,
7:00 p.m.
Football vs. Hofstra, 1:30 p.m.
Women's Soccer vs. UNC
Asheville, 11:00 a.m.
Cross Country at Furman
Invitational, at Furman University
10:30 a.m.

MINISTRY D B K
SPACE
-Options•Telephone
•Secretary Service
•Conference Room

JkVINGS
Sale Begins Wednesday,
October 9,1996

Harris Teeter

Oscar Mayer
Meat or Lite

Juice

SOz.

640SB.

Harris Tfeeter

Saltines
Regular
or
Pat Free

oo

15-160SB.

Call for Details
Lynchburg
(804)845-3269

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 Billion in public and private
sector grants & scholarships is now
available All students are eligible. Let
us help. For more info, call: 1-800263-6495 ext. F53442.

For Sale: Buick Reatta, Hot Red, 2
seater, tan leather, Loaded-$ 12,950.
Browning Auto, 12-GA. $650; 0.4
Caret Diamond Engagement Ring w/
2-Triangle Sapphires, sz 5, $2500;
Wedding Dress, sz. 10, $200. Sam-ext.
7718,525-8985.
m.i.iffwmw

To Place
a Classified
Ad
Call
Mr.
f!5
Davis
6P
at Ext
ii
2128,
SI*:
from
off
canipus
Call
©
(804)
582-2128 9?
L

the
MM

n

Harris Teeter?
"OPEN 2 4 HOURS
'SECURITY ESCORT AFTER DARIv
'WILL CASH L.U. STUDENT'S PAYROLL CHECKS
*WE OFFER M0NETARIAL AWARDS FOR OUR
STUDENT EMPLOYESS WHO MEET CERTAIN GPA
STANDARDS
'CONVENIENT LOCATION
'EASY ACCESS
Stop by and ©ee for yourself why
HARRIS TEETER Is t h e best f o r L U .

fill OSB

W e Gladly A c c e p t \®&\

fr\ce& in This Ad Effective I uesday. October 1, Through, Tuesday, October 6 , 1 9 9 6 In Our Lynchburg Stores Only.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept federal I ood Stamps.

i
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LU blasts Winthrop 4-1
By JENNA CANTWELL
Champion Reporter

Despite a slow start offensively early in
the first half, the men's soccer team picked
up the pace to score four goals Saturday
versus conference rival Winthrop. The
offensive outburst propelled the Flames to a
4-1 win over the Eagles, putting their record
at 6-3 and 2-3 in the Big South Conference.
Leading the LU attack were Mike Rohrer,
who landed three shots on goal and scored
the Flames' third goal on a penalty kick, and
Troy McLean, who had two shots on goal
and the first goal of the game.
"Winthrop came to Liberty and took the
hit," Rohrer said. "Everyone on the team
was able to come together and have fun out
there. We played really well."
The Flames landed 13 shots on goal,
while Winthrop finished with nine shots.
The Liberty defense gave few scoring
opportunities to the Eagles. LU goaltender
Joe Larson kept the Eagles from capitalizing on most of their offensive chances when
they got through the tight LU defense.
Larson finished with three saves for the
game. The Eagles' only goal came on a
penalty kick by Scott Rawlins with just over
ten minutes left to play.
"The defense was very successful at shutting the door at the back and keeping the
ball away from the net," Larson said.
"We won a lot of balls in the air, which is
important," defenseman Jim Maclean said.
"The team did really well pulling together
after Mark Newton left the game."
Newton, one of the Flames' top defenders, had to leave with a hamstring injury,
just six minutes into the game.

RICH
MACLONE

Phanatical
in Philly

Zuch Kronenberner/ I.IKKXTV < M A M M O N

COULD YOU PLEASE NOT HIT ME IN THE HEAD? — Ben Johnson (No. 7) and others battle for a ball in LU's 4-1 win
over Big South Conference rival Winthrop Saturday. LU is now 2-3 in B.S.C. play.
Both teams played a physical game; three minutes later on a header.
LU Head Coach Bill Bell, was extremely
Eagles and two Flames were issued yellow
Mike Rohrer's penalty kick came next, 23 pleased with the play of his team.
cards. The Eagles were cited for 20 fouls, minutes into the second half, and was fol"This is one of the best games the team
and the Flames were called for 21.
lowed by the the Eagles' goal 11 minutes has played this year," Bell said. "They
Liberty's first goal by Troy McLean was later.
stayed disciplined and worked well with
scored 24 minutes into the game and was
To close the game, Dave Thienes scored each other, which was the key to this
assisted by Jesse Barrington and Ben on a breakaway against an empty net with game."
Johnson. Jim Maclean's goal, which was only one second remaining, dazzling the
The Flames' next game is Tuesday, Oct. 8
assisted by Kian Brownlee, came about ten crowd of 245.
at home versus VCU at 4 p.m.

Ankle injuries
sideline duo
for season

V-ball mixes up
winning formula
By LAURELEI MILLER
Champion Reporter

Your math teacher has a formula that
can solve your toughest calculus problem. The LU volleyball team does not.
The team does, however, know the
formula for success.
The Lady Flames have put up an
exciting season of wins. At the midpoint of their schedule, they post a 155 record and are coming up with all the
right answers.
Skills are a major component in the
positive equation — but not just any
kind of skills. LU pulls out wellrefined, dependable weapons like
cross-court kills, in-your-face blocks,
archeological-type digs, pancake dives,
steel-armed receptions, nuclear serves
and sly tips that fall into the defender's
holes.
This is the kind of team that would
make Karen Kiraly and Kent Steffes
proud. When asked about a matchup
between the sand-kings and Liberty's
starting
six,
freshman
Athena
Sherwood said with a smile, "It would
be a good game."
The Flames' dynamic dozen are a
very physical team, and the statistics
are evidence of their physical domination. They have put down more aces

than their opponents (162-111), dug
deeper than the competition (1065778), out-rejected rivals at the net
(207-103), and "over-killed" the opposition (967-648).
"We're a good fundamental team,"
Sherwood said. "We could have beaten
all of (our competitors)."
A positive attitude makes this team
mentally strong. Determination pulls it
through tight situations, and encouragement gets it through tough
times.Teamwork ties all the factors
together in an equation that produces
positive results.
"It's all about attitude," junior
Leeana Miller said. "We've got to
come out with confidence and aggressiveness because in the end it will
come down to mental toughness."
Communication on the court is also
an instrumental facet of the Flames'
game. The Flames work together to hit
the holes, with the back line assessing
the defense and telling the hitters
where to place their dinks and kills.
A trio of starting freshmen have
played insrumental roles in the Lady
Flames' succesful season. The offensive
contributions
of
Athena
Sherwood, Antonia Akpama and Kyrie
Dorn exceed those of average freshmen.

By BEN DONAHUE
Champion Reporter

Fill Photo

CAN YOU DIG IT? — Antonia
Akpama digs a ball during a
recent win.
Akpama leads the team in blocks
(82) and aces (27) and ranks second in
kills (213) and digs (171). Dorn is third
in both kills (162) and digs (156).
Sherwood grounded 24 aces — the
team's fourth highest count — and tallied 62 kills and 133 digs.
Do the Flames have the right solution to close out the season? Their success formula seems to be equal to the
task, but according to the team's
accomplice to the kills, Ashley Fletcher
(698 assists), "We're just taking things
day by day and team by team."

Pig pile in the net

Tell W<irJ/0nJ / I.KKKIV ('MAMMON

CRASH — Members of the Flames and UVa. crash the net last week. The LU Hotkey Flames picked up
their first win (1-1) on Sunday with an 11-2 throttling of William & Mary.

If the Liberty football team wasn't having enough trouble,
losing four out of the first five games and knocking themselves
further out of the playoff picture, it was hurt even more by
injuries to two prominent offensive players last week.
Offensive starters Chad Labour, an offensive lineman, and
Lawrence Worthington, the team's stellar running back were
forced to the sidelines after suffering
ankle injuries in the Flames' 34-10
loss to Indiana State on Sept. 28.
While throwing a block in the third
quarter, Labour went down when an
ISU player rolled into him from
behind, breaking the fibula in
Labour's ankle and tearing his interior ligament. The injury leaves him
sidelined for the season.
A screen pass in the second quarter
of the same game ended WorthingLabour
ton's season. He went up for the reception and came down
with a fractured ankle.
Both players arc seniors and have most likely played their
final down as Liberty Flames.
"This is definitely a downer," Labour said. "You never
want to miss six games of your senior year, liven if the (cam
isn't doing that well or (is) experiencing some other troubles
you still want to be there and playing."
With the Flames already suffering from an inept offense,
the loss of Labour and Worthington certainly hurls the
cause more.
Liberty's receivers have been consistently inconsistent, dropping a number of catchablc balls and running
Hawed routes.
In response to the receivers play, LU Mead Coach Sain
Rutigliano turned to the reliable Worthington, who usually
accounted for over 50 percent of the offensive output. At the
time of his the injury Worthington had gained 525 yards
rushing and scored nine touchdowns, eight running and one
receiving.
The injury comes at a bad time lor Worthington, who is
considered by many one of the top 30 running backs leaving
college this season. National Football League scouts had
been attending practices and watching film on the LU running back before the injury.
The Flames most likely will turn to sophomore Xavier
Slade or emerging freshman Stacy Nobles to replace
Worthington. Nobles looked impressive in limited action
versus Indiana Stale, gaining 51 yards on six carries.
"Nobles stepped up big this last g;une," Labour said. I'm
very proud of him, he should fill the running back position
very well and help the team."
Senior Malt (iodlrey will be filling in on Ihe ollensive line
lor Labour. Liberty loses both size and strength wilh
Ciodlrey. Labour is 6-0, 261 while (iodliey is only 6-1, 240.
The Flames will lake their lirsi test without Worthington
and Labour Saturday allcrnoon at Williams Stadium as they
lake on llolslra at 1:30 p.m.

I despise country music. The
twang that emanates from 10gallon hat wearing crooners
makes me want blow up the
radio.
How ironic is it that every
Monday, at about 9 p.m., I look
forward to hearing a Hank
Williams Jr. tune?
The answer is simple. Hank
sings the Monday Night
Football theme.
Never before had I looked forward to Hank's favorite question, 'A-e you ready for some
football," as I did on Monday,
Sept. 30.
Why did I look forward to the
Dallas
Cowboys
and
Philadelphia Eagles game that
night more than any other MNF
game?
I was there.
Ben Donahue, everyone's
favorite Champion football
writer, had an extra ticket to the
game. Being the philanthropist
that Mr. Donahue is, he offered
the ticket to me. All I can say is,
"Thank you, Benny."
The National Football League
experience is great. It combines
everything that red-blooded
Americans love: speed, hitting
and scoring. Until Sept. 30,
though, my only time spent at an
NFL game was at Foxboro
Stadium in the late 80s, when
the Patriots were doomed to
have trouble beating teams from
the WAC.
Last Monday, the atmosphere
at Veteran's Stadium was like no
other I have ever experienced.
The air was filled with more
electricity than an Oklahoma
summer night. Ben and I entered
the gates and dove into a sea of
green jerseys with various
Eagles' names emblazoned on
the backs. If Dallas is
"America's team," someone
should really think about telling
the Philadelphia fans,, who evidently did not get the memo.
I had no official affiliation
with either team. I am a New
England Patriots fan (which
says something about my
threshold for pain). I rooted for
Philly for two reasons. One, I
have an innate hate for the
Dallas franchise. In my mind the
Cowboys represent selfishness,
greed and over-indulgence.
Ihe second reason is more
basic. I prefer life over death.
Before the game, Ben and I witnessed an Eagle fan taking a
chainsaw to a doll wearing a
Troy Aikman jersey.
Ben, on die other hand, is a
Cowboy apologist — he loves
Ihe Cowboys. But he also likes
lo know that his chest will rise
continuously, so he traveled
incognito. He wore non-dcscripl
clothing and left his voicchox in
the car.
I cheered heartily for Philly.
Ben kept all emotion inside, lie
didn't even smirk when Deion
Sanders, his favorite player,
picked off an errant pass in Ihe
third quarter.
Although Ihe I learn supported
came out on die short-end of the
final score, il was a great
evening. I was swept up in the
hoopla dial is MNE We won
Iree hot dogs and I losi my
voice. A joyous evening without
question.

